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VEDL 14th December 2018 Value % Change

Scrip has witnessed a decent correction from the peak of 355 to show signs of

bottoming out at around 190-192 levels and currently It formed falling wedge

on weekly chart suggest halt in the downswing and it is poised for an upward

move in coming days with bias improving and turning out to positive.

Emergence of Bullish Engulfing at bottom level on weekly chart also giving

cues for going north in the stock. Sustainability of RSI above 9 ema and

Positive crossover in MACD also conducive for its upmove. With decent

volume participation , we recommend  buy in this stock.    

10888.50 -0.23%

Support S1: 10850  S2 : 10750 

Resistance R1 : 10900 R2 : 10960

 Market Outlook

From last few days, scrip has been taking support from its upward sloping line

and has given trendline breakout on upside. Positive divergence in MACD and

sustainability of RSI above 9 EMA suggest upside move in the coming days.

Multiple bullish candle near the foot of the trendline showing strength.

Formation of symmetrical triangle indicate upside strength. One can buy the

scrip @ 950-960 and on dip towards 930-940 with sl of 890 for the target of

1050 and 1100 levels.

AXIS BANK 11th December 2018

Market extended winning streak to fifth straight day where as Nifty flirted

with 10900 level. After giving gap up opening, index traded in the positive

territory through out the day which reignited the hopes of the bull market.

But confirmation will come when it will start trading above 100 DMA which

comes at 10940-10960 levels. Until then nifty may see some profit booking

at higher levels. However, global market witnessed selling ahead of two

days FOMC meet starting from tomorrow.

Any sustainable movement above 10960 level will provide further strength

and take Nifty towards the 11100 levels. On the downside, the 10,850 level

will act as an immediate intraday support which is followed by key support

of 10750 levels (near 200 DMA).
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GRANUELS 30th November 2018

SIEMENS 12th December 2018

Scrip seems bottoming out after hitting the low of 580 and gave a sharp

pullback on upside. Emergence of Bullish belt hold along with Bullish engulfing

suggest reversal on cards. Strong support is seen in the zone of 580-575 as it is

the zone of 50% and 61.8% retracement of the upside move from the low 534

to the high of 638 levels. Accelerated volume with decent breakout is

conducive for the prices. One can go long in the scrip near the levels of 590-

590 and on the dip towards 570-575 with stop loss of 549 for the target of 650

and 675 levels. 

IGL 10th December 2018

IGL is falling as corrective since 2nd Nov 2018 to till date and today it has

taken support at exact 75% of ABC patern and closed at days high with

resonalbel volume. In attached chart you can see that 75% level is 242.75 and

today's low is 242. So 50% buying of your desired quantity is advisable in the

range of 249-243 and on decline towards 232-225 with 210.80 is a SL (on real

time basis), for the price targets of 263.70 and 279. Momentum Oscillator

Stochastics is showing sign of reversal after spending some time in oversold

zone.

Since 10th Sep 2018 stock is falling as corrective as larger wave (II). In attached 

chart we can we that it has completed larger wave (I) in impulse 1-2-3-4-5 

pattern with excellent upmove from zero point of wave 1 with good volume 

also and retraced almost 75% of just preceding larger impulse. It seems it has 

formed larger wave (II) at 84.30 or may form in the range of 82-80 (which is 

our second buying zone). Momentum oscillator Stochastics is trading in 

oversold zone and giving sign of reversal. Hence we advise to buy in the range 

of 89.50-87.50 and on decline towards 82-80 for the expected wave of iii of 3 

of (III) target of 104 and 114 with 69 as SL on closing basis.

1 Day 1 Week 1 Month 1 Year 

Auto Components 0.21 5.70 1.96 (14.35)

Automobiles 0.72 5.94 2.79 (18.76)

Chemicals 0.24 4.57 1.39 0.40

Construction & Engineering 0.22 3.81 1.59 (6.96)

Construction Materials 0.25 6.50 1.86 (18.38)

Diversified Financial Services 0.99 5.40 1.64 (3.61)

Electrical Equipment (0.01) 3.88 1.65 (7.61)

Energy 1.40 4.89 (0.45) (4.91)

Financials 0.67 4.47 2.34 (1.35)

Health Care 0.37 2.92 (3.95) (2.52)

Household Durables 0.64 8.48 6.04 (12.74)

Household & Personal Products 0.14 5.59 9.34 25.45

Information Technology 0.02 2.59 4.17 32.46

Metals/Mining/Minerals 1.78 4.26 (4.24) (14.02)

Telecom (0.46) 5.80 (4.79) (37.67)

Utilities 1.32 5.13 (1.78) (12.85)

Sectoral Performance (%)

FII Buy(cr.) Sell(cr.) Net(cr.)

17-Dec-18 3,221 3,282 -61

Dec-18 48,604 51,598 -2,994

DII Buy(cr.) Sell(cr.) Net(cr.)

17-Dec-18 2,421 2,498 -77

Dec-18 35,261 34,727 533

Institutional Turnover

INDEX FUTURES

INDEX OPTIONS

STOCK FUTURES

STOCK OPTIONS

21

6

46

FII DERIVATIVES POSITION FOR 17-Dec-2018

 Net (Amt. in crs)

-319



Participant wise Open Interest  In Equities Derivative (no. of contracts)

DII FII Pro Other DII FII Pro Other

Future Index 61221 171468 25617 130759 Future Index 24253 190938 29266 144608

Future Stock 51729 897011 172358 831317 Future Stock 1030254 578579 113362 230220

Option Index Call 33778 243714 181828 549714 Option Index Call 0 101803 273389 633842

Option Index Put 89255 370398 227842 842383 Option Index Put 0 161637 397481 970760

Option Stock Call 0 46656 55586 323691 Option Stock Call 0 36232 134959 254742

Option Stock Put 207 38946 55261 151118 Option Stock Put 0 34712 68106 142714

High ES & Low PS Stock Showing Strength

BSE Code    1 Month Return % BSE Code    1 Month Return %

530367 NRBBEARING 22.3 500266 MAHSCOOTER 25.7

531335 ZYDUSWELL 22.0 500135 ESSELPACK 23.6

500840 EIHOTEL 19.4 517385 SYMPHONY 18.4

532424 GODREJCP 17.9 505537 ZEEL 15.8

507880 VIPIND 17.6 500182 HEROMOTOCO 15.1

500830 COLPAL 17.0 533150 GODREJPROP 11.0

500096 DABUR 16.9 533655 TRITURBINE 9.5

532777 NAUKRI 16.1 517334 MOTHERSUMI 9.2

509930 SUPREMEIND 15.2 501301 TATAINVEST 8.9

505890 WIDIA 14.5 500413 THOMASCOOK 7.8

BSE Code BSE Code    1 Month Return %

531737 GREENCREST (34.71) 532482 GRANULES (14.30)

500645 DEEPAKFERT (25.81) 532810 PFC (11.58)

500187 HSIL (16.38) 524404 MARKSANS (11.57)

532955 RECLTD (15.21) 515030 ASAHIINDIA (10.87)

530007 JKTYRE (13.39) 500288 MOREPENLAB (8.90)

500111 RELCAPITAL (13.24) 505192 SMLISUZU (8.10)

532822 IDEA (12.42) 500302 PEL (6.06)

500125 EIDPARRY (11.20) 532700 ENIL (5.98)

530943 SABTN (11.20) 517380 IGARASHI (5.97)

500033 FORCEMOT (10.87) 509496 ITDCEM (5.88)

* PS- Price Score is of a companiy is relative price performance in multiple time-frame 

# Analysis shown here is only for companies with market cap more than Rs 1,000 Cr.

18-12-2018
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Long  Position Short  Position

High ES & High PS Stock Maintaining Strength

NSE CODE NSE CODE

Low ES & Low PS Stock  Maintaining Weakness Low ES & High PS Stock Showing Weakness

NSE CODE    1 Month Return % NSE CODE

* ES- Earning Score is average of EM (Earning Momentum defined as relative performance in terms of operating profit growth) and EQ

(Earning Quality defined as relative balance sheet strength in terms of debt and working capital)



No Date Type Buy/Sell Stock Entry1 Entry2 SL Tgt 1 Tgt 2

1 14-Dec-18 STDC BUY VEDL 199.5 193.5 187 222 230

2 12-Dec-18 STDC BUY SIEMENS 955 935 890 1050 1100

3 11-Dec-18 STDC BUY AXIS BANK 592.5 572.5 549 650 675

4 10-Dec-18 STDC BUY IGL 246 228.5 210 263.7 279

5 30-Nov-18 STDC BUY GRANUELS 88.5 81 69 104 114

18-12-2018
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STDC (5)

STDC / R25 Open Calls for 18-Dec-2018 (5)



17-Dec-18

NIFTY LEVEL

Resistance 2 10950 100 DMA

Resistance 1 10840 Immediate resistance

Close 10805

Support 1 10740 200 DMA

Support 2 10560 Previous swing low
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JUSTIFICATION

Nifty Weekly 

VIEW

CHART ANALYSIS

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

Domestic market is looking bullish despite Modi's polls hitch. BJP is still trying to analyse this big jolt that it 
has suffered in the state election but Indian indices have already moved on as they  takes BJP's election 
loss in stride. Post the rollercoaster ride, Indian bourses strengthened midway on the hopes of the 
economy of the country are robust. Sensex and Nifty recuperate their losses from oversold levels despite 
weak global headwinds. Most of the global headwinds had blown swiftly, so in the weak ahead markets 
are expected to move in poise mode unless struck by unexpected chaos. 
 
NIFTY- 
a) Inspite of the losses on election result day, Indices rebounded sharply and Bulls were able to save their 
fort. 
b) Short term movement is favouring Bulls but the strength is weakening day by day as the number of 
advances is gradually coming down which indicate this rally may see profit booking at higher levels. 
c) Currently, Nifty is near 50 weekly MA and 100 DMA which comes at 10950 levels and 10940 levels respectively 
where it can face resistance at upper side . 

d) Failure to surpass 10940-10950 levels decisively can see it drift back till support of 10560  followed by 
10330 levels. 
e) Sustainability  of RSI  above 9 days EMA and  declining histogram on weekly chart suggest buying  in 
longer time frame of charts. 
f) Broader set up remain positive as long as it sustains above 10330 levels  and every decline should be 
bought. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                

 



17-Dec-18

RESISTANCE/SUPPORT BANKNIFTY LEVEL 

Resistance 2 27235

Resistance 1 27040

Close 26826

Support 1 26650

Support 2 26110
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Banknifty Weekly 

VIEW

CHART ANALYSIS

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE LEVELS

Last week Bank Nifty started to trade with a red session and continuously fell to make a weekly low of 
25598.95. However it found a strong support near 50 DMA and thereafter it started to gave a sharp 
pullback from that level.  At the end of the week the index closed  with a net gain of 0.8% over its previous 
week's close.  
 
OBSERVATIONS: 
 
1) A ' Hidden Negative Divergence' in stochastic was formed on daily chart of Bank Nifty. It happens when 
oscillator makes a new high while the price is unable to do so.   
2) Double Doji was formed after up move. 
3) A Counter Attack Bull pattern was formed on the weekly chart of Bank Nifty. 
 

According to the above observations it can be concluded that some profit booking in bank Nifty is likely to 
witness in the first half of the current week due to occurance of hidden negative divergence. However 
formation of counter attack bull pattern on weekly chart is giving indication of quick revival from the lower 
level. Therefore we recommend using every dip as a buying opportunity in Bank Nifty. 

   



17-Dec-18
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USDINR Weekly 

VIEW

Chart Analysis       

TECHNICAL FACTORS- 
a) After showing retracement of 38.2% , pair has bounced back  from its  low. 
b) Pair can face trend line resistance near 72.80 from  where it can slip back  
c) Negative crossover in MACD still showing pressure at higher levels 
d) It can decline towards its previous support of 71.80 followed by 69.55 marks 
e) However, RSI took a flip on northward side, showing some space for moving up 
f)  On crossing above 72.80 -73 zone, it can extend up to 74 and 74.50 marks 
  



BSE Code 500295 Buy Price 196.5

NSE Symbol VEDL Stop Loss 187

52wk Range H/L 355/270 Target Price1 222

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 40,721.89 Target Price2 230

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 10712428 Upside in Tgt1 13%

Open Interest Upside in Tgt2 17%

STDC- BUY VEDL @ 198-201 OR ON DIP TOWARDS 192-195 SL-187 (CLOSING BASIS) TGT- 222, 230

18-12-2018

STDC : Long / BUY 14-Dec-18

Technical Chart

Scrip has witnessed a decent correction from the peak of 355 to show signs of bottoming out at around 190-192 levels and

currently It formed falling wedge on weekly chart suggest halt in the downswing and it is poised for an upward move in

coming days with bias improving and turning out to positive. Emergence of Bullish Engulfing at bottom level on weekly

chart also giving cues for going north in the stock. Sustainability of RSI above 9 ema and Positive crossover in MACD also

conducive for its upmove. With decent volume participation , we recommend  buy in this stock.    
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BSE Code 500469 Buy Price 950

NSE Symbol SIEMENS Stop Loss 890

52wk Range H/L 1336/850 Target Price1 1050

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 16,169.00 Target Price2 1100

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 14644361 Upside in Tgt1 11%

Open Interest Upside in Tgt2 16%

STDC BUY SIEMENS @ 950-960 AND ON DIP TOWARDS 930-940 SL-890 (CLOSING BASIS) TGT-1050, 1100

 

18-12-2018

STDC : Long / BUY 12-Dec-18

Technical Chart

From last few days, scrip has been taking support from its upward sloping line and has given

trendline breakout on upside. Positive divergence in MACD and sustainability of RSI above 9

EMA suggest upside move in the coming days. Multiple bullish candle near the foot of the

trendline showing strength. Formation of symmetrical triangle indicate upside strength. One

can buy the scrip @ 950-960 and on dip towards 930-940 with sl of 890 for the target of 1050

and 1100 levels.
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BSE Code 500112 Buy Price 582.5

NSE Symbol AXIS BANK Stop Loss 549

52wk Range H/L 635/447 Target Price1 650

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 1,06,335.00 Target Price2 675

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 18777302 Upside in Tgt1 12%

Open Interest Upside in Tgt2 16%

STDC BUY AXIS BANK @ 590-595 OR ON THE DIP TOWARDS 570-575 SL-549 (CLOSING BASIS) TGT- 650, 675

 

18-12-2018

STDC : Long / BUY 11-Dec-18

Technical Chart

Scrip seems bottoming out after hitting the low of 580 and gave a sharp pullback on upside. Emergence of Bullish belt hold

along with Bullish engulfing suggest reversal on cards. Strong support is seen in the zone of 580-575 as it is the zone of

50% and 61.8% retracement of the upside move from the low 534 to the high of 638 levels. Accelerated volume with

decent breakout is conducive for the prices. One can go long in the scrip near the levels of 590-590 and on the dip

towards 570-575 with stop loss of 549 for the target of 650 and 675 levels. 
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BSE Code 532514 Buy Price 237.25

NSE Symbol IGL Stop Loss 210.8

52wk Range H/L 344.20/215.20 Target Price1 263.7

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 17,430.00 Target Price2 279

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 9586 Upside in Tgt1 11%

Open Interest Upside in Tgt2 18%

STDC- BUY IGL @ 249-243 AND ON DIP TOWARDS 232-225 SL- 210.80 (REAL TIME BASIS) TGT-263.70, 279

 

18-12-2018

STDC : Long / BUY 10-Dec-18

Technical Chart

IGL is falling as corrective since 2nd Nov 2018 to till date and today it has taken support at exact 75% of ABC patern and

closed at days high with resonalbel volume. In attached chart you can see that 75% level is 242.75 and today's low is 242.

So 50% buying of your desired quantity is advisable in the range of 249-243 and on decline towards 232-225 with 210.80 is

a SL (on real time basis), for the price targets of 263.70 and 279. Momentum Oscillator Stochastics is showing sign of

reversal after spending some time in oversold zone.
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BSE Code 532482 Buy Price 84.75

NSE Symbol GRANULES Stop Loss 69

52wk Range H/L 150.50/71.75 Target Price1 104

Mkt Capital (Rs Cr) 2,250.00 Target Price2 114

Av.Cash Volume(,000) 1237 Upside in Tgt1 23%

Open Interest Upside in Tgt2 35%

STDC- BUY GRANULES @ 89.50-87.50 AND ON DIP TOWARDS 82-80 SL- 69 (CLOSING BASIS) TGT-104, 114

 

18-12-2018

STDC : Long / BUY 30-Nov-18

Technical Chart

Since 10th Sep 2018 stock is falling as corrective as larger wave (II). In attached chart we can we that it has completed

larger wave (I) in impulse 1-2-3-4-5 pattern with excellent upmove from zero point of wave 1 with good volume also and

retraced almost 75% of just preceding larger impulse. It seems it has formed larger wave (II) at 84.30 or may form in the

range of 82-80 (which is our second buying zone). Momentum oscillator Stochastics is trading in oversold zone and giving

sign of reversal. Hence we advise to buy in the range of 89.50-87.50 and on decline towards 82-80 for the expected wave

of iii of 3 of (III) target of 104 and 114 with 69 as SL on closing basis.
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Aluminium Prices Near 2 Year Low, Supply cuts to rise                         06-Dec-18

18-12-2018
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LME Aluminium prices have fallen towards two year low  at $1920 per tonne after the supply tightness eased in the raw 
material sector and after United States decided to delay the sanctions on Russia, one of the world's largest producer of the 
metal. Prices have moved below its cost of production in China pressurizing the margins of the producers. 
 
Globally, aluminium production has remained flat as the major producers like China is unable to increase the output as the 
current prices are unprofitable.  While, US on the other side is starting to start its smelters but the outages at Canada , Brazil 
have offset the rise in production. China contributes almost 56% to the global production. And saying if China slows down its 
production rate, the world would be in huge shortfall in the coming year. 
 
China Supply Concerns: 

China's aluminium production has been falling since last three months despite of no winter output curtailments in place. 
China's capacity growth rate is slowing as old capacity is been shut down by the local government following strict targets 
set by China and the rate of new smelter capacity is falling. Although, the key ingredient, bauxite is restricted to produce 
during winter period on China's environmental crackdown. 
 
Aluminum Corp of China Ltd also known as Chalco, China's largest producer, is cutting output on some of its aluminum 
production lines in northern China. The company is set to reduce some 470,000 tonnes of production, nearly 12% of 
company's output. Two smelters in Qinghai province of China of 270,000 tonnes capacity have gone off line in the last 
couple of weeks. These cuts have been inculcated as prices are trading below cost of production driven by reducing 
demand and ample of supply, forcing smelters to either partially or fully shut down its production. 
 
US Sanctions Tensions 

US sanctions on Russia will continue add upside volatility in global aluminium prices. The U.S. Treasury Department last month 
postponed a Dec. 12 deadline for Deripaska to reduce his holdings in the companies, giving the Russian tycoon until Jan. 7. 
 
Outlook 
Overall, aluminium prices have declined drastically fell by almost 20% since April 2018 on extension of US sanction on Rusal and 
easeness in raw material supply. But we believe still some tightness in alumina market persists, as the Alunorte refinery is 
partially shut. Furthermore,  Chinese production is expected to come down on smelters shutdown due to lower prices. However, 
demand weakness due to trade duties can provide some selling pressure. but prices will remain supported at lower levels. We 
expect MCX Aluminium prices will take support of 127-125 levels and move higher towards Rs 150-155 per kg in the short term. 
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